Revolutionizing Connectivity,
Rapidly and Reliably.

Industrial

Delivering the cables to capture world events
at awe-inspiring speed and altitudes
Amphenol Custom Cable helps SHOTOVER reach new

heights as a world-renowned drone cinematography

and aerial imaging innovator. SHOTOVER designs and

manufactures unparalleled, high-performance camera
systems and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Situation: Fueled by the passion for flying, filmmaking and broadcasting, SHOTOVER’s UAV,
drone and aerial camera systems take the motion picture, entertainment, surveillance,
sports, and broadcast industries to dynamic new heights at an epic scale.

To keep up with the global demand for its ground-breaking gyro-stabilized camera platforms
produced in New Zealand, SHOTOVER required high-quality RF connector assemblies.

Reliable connectivity is vital for securing SHOTOVER’s unprecedented level of stability,

control and versatility in challenging environments. The award-winning mobile camera
systems outfit anything that moves, from drones, helicopters and planes to diverse
watercraft and ground vehicles.
“The Amphenol Custom Cable team
is great to work with. We appreciate

their effort to get the cables up and
ready to order and ship so quickly.”



- Trevor Tinworth

Senior Electronics Engineer,

SHOTOVER

Fast, High-Performance Solutions: SHOTOVER was referred to Amphenol Custom

Cable to design, build, and order the RF connectors needed in record time to meet
an intense production schedule.

Engineered to excel, Amphenol Custom Cable’s online cable configurator advances
customization, efficiency, and convenience to create and deliver unique cable
assemblies that perform reliably under intense atmospheric conditions.

SHOTOVER engineers and technicians designed the custom RF cable assemblies
required online easily. Amphenol Custom Cable quickly built, inspected, and

shipped the cable assemblies to New Zealand in record time—less than one week.
Additionally, SHOTOVER has access to technical and customer care resources to

further heighten the connectivity capabilities of its UAV and aerial camera systems.

Amphenol Customer Cable’s online RF cable
configurator and fast delivery of cable assemblies
advances innovation for SHOTOVER’S mobile
camera systems and UAVs.

BUY SITE
Custom RF cable
assemblies

SPEED
Built and delivered to
New Zealand in less
than 1 week

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTION
Tailored for extraordinary
performance

100% INSPECTION
U.S.-made, quality
controlled and certified
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ENGINEERING & SUPPORT
Technical expertise and
customer care

